TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING FELLOW
General Assembly
July 2020 - Oct 2020

EBONY
BROWN

Software Engineer
Fullstack Developer

Worked for 12 weeks and gained over 500 hours of intense Fullstack
Development training.
Worked 9-5 to create 5full CRUD applications using various Front and
Backend technologies such as JavaScript, Node, Ruby, Rails, SQL and
Python.
Created Fullstack applications under a strict deadline.
Collaborated on a travel application in a 5 person team.

PROJECTS
Portfolio Control Panel: https://ebsportfoliocontrol.netlify.app/
An application where artist can upload, edit and delete their pieces within
a database and sort them by type. The application was created using
Javascript, Express,Mongoose and AWS S3 API.

Vooyage: https://vooyage.netlify.app/

PERSONAL PROFILE:
I am a process driven software developer that loves
finding and solving problems. I enjoy the process of
taking big ideas and making them into functioning
apps and sites. I love collaborating with developers as
well as explaining code and functionality to clients. As
a fast learner, I welcome new challenges especially
with technology I'm not familiar with.

A travel app that suggest interesting locations to visit in a select amount
of cities. This was a collobarative project when I worked mostly on the
front end Mapbox, as well as the http request to our api. I assisted with a
few of the rails routes and models

Recreation: https://competent-wescoff-5ebab2.netlify.app/#/
A gaming eCommerce app inspired by sites like the PlayStation store and
Origin. It was made using Python, Django and Vue. Unlike Vooyage it uses
components, routers and views on the frontend rather than just a vue
instance.

POSITIONS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Cafe Zaiya/Tomiz
July 2019 - July 2020

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS:
HTML5 + CSS
JS + JQUERY
VUE
NODE
EXPRESS
MONGODB + MONGO ATLAS
MONGOOSE
RUBY + RAILS REST API DEVELOPMENT
SQL
HEROKU
PYTHON + DJANGO API DEVELOPMENT
AWS S3
DBEAVER

CONTACT DETAILS:
ebsonari@gmail.com
https://github.com/e-mbrown
https://embrown.netlify.app/
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ebonybrown-884b331ab/

Interacted with hundreds of customers daily in a kind, helpful and
informative.
Supported coworkers by assisted them with task, supporting their
strengths and weaknesses, and performing task that were
complimentary to task already being performed
Solved technical and customer related issues in a fast pace
environment.
Constantly learned how to complete new task outside of my
department based on demand.

LAB ASSISTANT
School of Visual Arts
Jan 2019- May 2019

Troubleshot technical issues in high and low stress environments
depending on time of year.
Gave explanations on how the Adobe suite and other software
interacted with printers and each other to students of various
educational backgrounds.
Assisted in deployment of HTML and CSS based Webcomic projects
using Transmit

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND:
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Software Engineering Immersive,
July - Oct 2020

SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS
Cartooning, Fine Arts
2015-2019

